
  

 

Palomino Sporthorses Breeding Association was established for the first time in 1988 by Karl 

Jensen.  

We are a union for anyone who wants to breed beautiful palomino colored horses and ponies. 

We started with a few stallions with English and American genres. Among them was Attila EPAH 

16 v/ Goldmount Bourbon Genius bred by D. Johnson Spring Farm Cumnor, Oxford. The 

thoroughbred stallion Sundowner v/ Golden Trail xx bred by iss F.M.M. Napier Purdis Rise 

Ipwich, Suffolk. 

 

The pony stallion Kingsettle Solidus 1459/1997 A GBR v/ PBAR VOL. XXXII Roundhills Dancing 

Cloud has also put his imprint on the pony breeding over time. 

Later, other foreign stallions have entered the Danish palomino breeding Sylfou xx from France 

and 332 Husar Týnský from Czechoslovakia. 

 

 

PSA’s goal is to breed palomino colored horses / ponies of all sizes, well adapted to all types of 

competition. They should have great charisma, large frames, a good foundation and above all be 

well-functioning. Conformation must allow for a movement with optimal grip, shear, elasticity and 

swing. Temperament and will must make them suitable for both leisure and competition use. All 

horses and ponies presented for assessment and selection in palomino classes are judged on 

colour in conjunction with the show they give. 

Breeding Assessment 

In the conformation assessment, grades are given for the properties: Type and body shape, Head 

and neck, Shoulder and mane, Topline and buttocks, forelegs and hind limbs. The movement is 

judged in walk, trot and canter. And points are given for overall impressions. 

A description of the horse's conformation and movement is produced, which is handed out after 

assessment. Stallions are also judged free jumping. 



The stallions are presented to a committee and must have a minimum of 8 points in total to obtain 

their initial breeding approval, or they will be rejected. At this stage if they are approved, they then 

go forward to the riding test which is held once a year. All our stallions must pass a riding test in 

order to obtain final certification. It is something we do to ensure good farm (breeding) horses. 

Here, the stallions undergo various tests of dressage, jumping, and endurance.  

  
Approved stallion Made Special e. Kærgaardens Magaux/Pant                 Approved stallion Heimdals Champ e. Skovens Rafael/Castro 

Jumping LA på C niveau.                      International dressage Prix- sct George. 

In order for the stallions to pass the test, they must achieve either 700 points for 4 year olds, or 

730 points for older stallions. If the stallion does not reach the point requirement, they are rejected. 

This way we ensured that only the best genes go on and are used for breeding in the future. 

With relatively few foals, it is important to constantly ensure the quality of the breeding horses, to 

safeguard future generations, for both mares and stallions. 

We want a versatile riding horse, with a good temperament that can be used for different 

equestrian sports; and that's exactly what we see. 

 

  

Sunsine Flying Chicago e. Kvolsbæk’s Amazing Aqua/Blue Hors Rockefeller                        Gemma Minded e. Stærebogårds White Ghost/De Noir 

Stallion foal of the year In 2018                          Mare foal of the year 2018 

 

The 2019 season is just around the corner, and we can already see that there is exciting new 

blood coming through. We have relatively few palomino mares that are active and it is therefore a 

pleasure to see that the breeders are constantly thinking about the future. 

This year, on the 23 and 24 February, seven stallions meet for stallion approval, some with new 

bloodlines. It will be exciting to follow who comes through the assessment. 


